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57 ABSTRACT 
Lithographic dampener has a hydrophilic roller for 
supplying dampening solution to a resilient dampener 
form roller capable of carrying ink and dampening so 
lution. The dampener form roller is driven primarily 
by surface contact from the printing plate when in 
printing position, and driven solely by surface contact 
with a driven rider roller when in non-printing posi 
tion. The rider roller is always maintained in contact 
with the dampener form roller during normal press op 
eration, in both printing and non-printing positions. 
An ink form roller of the inking system has three posi 
tions: a printing position, a first throw-off position, 
and a second throw-off or “wash-up' position wherein 
it contacts the rider roller of the dampener when the 
latter is in its non-printing position, whereby cleaning 
solution applied to the rolls of the inker is also trans 
mitted to the dampener form roller for simultaneously 
cleaning the inked rollers of both the inker and damp 
ener. 

2 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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1. 
LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING APPARATUS AND 

WASH-UP DEVICE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

One main aspect of this invention relates primarily to 
lithographic dampeners of the "bareback' form roller 
type which carry both ink and dampening solution or 
water in their normal printing operation. In order to 
simplify cleaning the inked-up. bareback dampener rol 
ler, it is known to temporarily engage the dampener 
roller with the inker so as to permit transmission of 
fluid therebetween during the conventional high speed 
wash-up operation of the machine. Such is disclosed in 
copending Sylvester et al, application, Ser. No. 
285,137. This eliminates a hand wash-up of the bare 
back dampener roller separately from the inker, thus 
reducing clean-up time between jobs or at the end of 
a shift. In addition, bareback dampener form rollers re 
quire, in order to achieve high quality printing, that no 
relative motion be permitted between the surface of the 
printing plate and the dampener form roller. This has 
been accomplished in the past by various techniques, 
such as driving the dampener form roller through a slip 
ping clutch or various types of couplings. Such a drive 
presents problems in that the size of the dampener form 
roller is occasionally ground for truing the surface, as 
is known. 
A second aspect of the present invention involves the 

provision of a frictional drive for the dampener form 
roller when it is in its non-printing position, whereby it 
runs at the surface speed of the printing plate at the 
time it engages the plate when moved from non 
printing to printing position. Although preferred, a 
bareback form roller is not essential to this aspect when 
used independently of the clean-up feature of the in 
vention. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
A bareback dampener form roller receives water 

from a hydrophilic dampener roller and supplies it to 
a lithographic printing plate. The dampener form roller 
is resilient and is capable of carrying ink as well as wa 
ter. A rider roller engages the bareback dampener form 
roller in its printing position, and preferably has an os 
cillating motion to laterally distribute any ink or water 
pattern which may form on the dampener roller. When 
the dampener form roller is moved to its non-printing 
position, the rider roller and dampener form roller 
move in unison but are maintained in contact. In such 
non-printing position, both are out of contact with all 
other rollers of the dampener and inker. The rider rol 
ler is positively driven and drives the surface of the 
dampener form roller when in non-printing position, so 
that subsequent return of the dampener form roller to 
printing position provides that it travel at the surface 
speed of the plate at the time it rolls in contact with the 
plate. 

In addition, an ink form roller closely adjacent the 
rider roller has three positions of operation: a printing 
position, a first throw-off position where it is out of 
contact with the plate but remains in contact with its 
ink supply roller, and a second throw-off position simi 
lar to the first, but where it further contacts the rider 
roller of the dampener when the rider roller and damp 
ener form roller. are in their non-printing positions. In 
such latter or second throw-off position, the rider roller 
and dampener form roller are in fluid-transmitting en 
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2 
gagement, with the inker, thereby enabling wash-up of 
the inked dampener rollers in conjunction with wash 
up of the inker rollers. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a simplified side elevational view of a damp 
ener and a portion of an inker according to the inven 
tion, parts being omitted for clarity; 

FIG. 2 is a view similar to FIG. 1 wherein all of the 
rollers of the inker and dampener are in their throw-off 
or non-printing positions; 

FIG. 3 is a view similar to FIG. 2 wherein the various 
rollers are in their “wash-up' positions; 
FIG. 4 is a view illustrating the ink form roller in its 

printing and first throw-off positions; and 
FIG. 5 is a view similar to FIG. 4 wherein the ink 

form roller has been moved to a second throw-off posi 
tion for wash-up of both the inker and inked dampener 
rolls. 

DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

A conventional lithographic printing press includes a 
plate cylinder 10, a dampener 11, and an inker 12, only 
a few rollers of which are shown. The plate cylinder 10 
is provided with a pair of conventional clamps 13 which 
are located in a gap in the cylinder 10. The clamps 13 
grip the leading and trailing edges of a lithographic 
printing plate 14 to secure it to the surface of the cylin 
der 10. 
As shown, the plate cylinder 10 rotates counterclock 

wise. The plate 14 first receives a thin film of fountain 
solution or water 15 by means of rollers of the damp 
ener 11, and is then contacted by rollers of the inker 12 
in conventional fashion. The inker 12 may be of any de 
sign, but customarily includes an ink distributing roller 
16 which normally vibrates or oscillates axially, and re 
silient ink form rollers 17 and 18 which receive ink 
from the distributing roller 16 and transmit it to the 
plate 14. In normal operation, the form rollers 17 and 
18 are in their full-line position when printing and are 
moved to their dotted-line positions during interruption 
of printing, such as that occasioned by a press stoppage 
or a "trip' to slow speed. 
Actuation of the rollers 17 and 18 between their 

printing and non-printing positions is conventionally 
done by rotation of a means such as throw-off shaft 19. 
As shown, the shaft 19 has a pair of flats thereon at 
each end of the inker. Abutments supported by arms 
for the form rolls 17 and 18 engage the flats during 
printing. For simplicity, the support arms for the form 
rollers, as well as the support for a number of rollers for 
the dampener, to be described subsequently, have been 
simply shown as lines indicating the interconnection of 
the rollers. Rollers 17 and 18 are spring-urged toward 
the cylinder 10, as is conventional. Usual stop means 
are provided to limit the inward movement of the rol 
lers 17 and 18 to prevent their dropping in the gap in 
the cylinder 10 when it rotates adjacent the form rol 
lers. The shaft 19, when in the position shown, enables 
the form rollers 17 and 18 to be placed in contact with 
the plate 14. Usual adjustment means is provided for 
setting the pressure or "stripe" between each form rol 
ler and the plate. When shaft 19 is rotated so that the 
round portions thereof urge the supporting arms for the 
rollers 17 and 18 outwardly, the rollers will move to 
their dotted-line positions. As shown, the dotted-line 



3 
position of the roller 17 is the second or intermediate 
one of three positions for that roller. 
The dampener 11 includes a pan 20 for the fountain 

solution 15, a metering pan roll 21 which has its lower 
surface immersed in the solution 15, a slip roll 22 gen 
erally vertically above the pan roll 21, an intermediate 
vibrator roller 23 contacted by the slip roll 22, a resil 
ient bareback form roller 24 contacting the vibrator. 
roll 23 and the plate 14 when in printing position, and 
a rider roller 25 riding atop and to one side of the form 
roller 24. Roller 21 is preferably a hydrophilic chrome 
surfaced roll which is capable of being skewed at one 
or both ends in a generally horizontal direction as de 
scribed in Norton U.S. Pat. No. 3,433,155. The slip roll 
22 is supported at its ends about the axis of a gear 
driven end of the pan roller 21, for movement between 
the full and dotted-line positions illustrated to make or 
break contact with the roller 23. As is customary, the 
usual pressure adjustments are provided not only be 
tween the rollers 21 and 22, but also between all other 
rollers of the system for arranging the rollers in the best 
mode desired for their effective and proper operation. 
Gears (not shown) are provided at one end of each of 
rollers 21 and 22 so that their surfaces may rotate in the 
same direction at a metering nip 26 therebetween. One 
of the gears of the rollers 21 and 22 is driven in conven 
tional fashion by a motor (not shown) which is inde 
pendent of the press drive, whereby rollers 21 and 22 
may be driven, although the remainder of the press may 
be idle at the time. 

In the embodiment shown, roller 23 is a fixed-axis hy 
drophilic roller. Its surface may be highly polished 
chrome to avoid receiving ink thereon when the sur 
face has first been dampened. This prevents rearward 
transmission of ink in the dampener toward the rollers 
22 and 21. Tinting of the fountain solution 15 is thus 
effectively avoided or minimized, and rollers 21, 22 
and 23 are kept clean in normal operation. 
As discussed earlier, the resilient form roller 24 is 

preferably a "bareback' roller, i.e., one having no ab 
sorbent covering thereon. As such bareback roller, it 
has a normal affinity for ink during press operation, al 
though its primary purpose is to carry water supplied by 
the intermediate roller 23 to the surface of the plate 14. 
Under certain circumstances, the roller 24 may be pro 
vided with any of the various types of paper or cloth ab 
sorbent covers. Even in such a case, however, the cov 
ers are known to get "dirty' and thus have the capabil 
ity of transmitting ink to the roller. 23 unless it is made 
hydrophilic to prevent such transmission. 
The rider roller 25 rides atop the roller 24 during 

printing, and is preferably made to oscillate endwise to 
break up any pattern of ink or water on the surface of 
the roller 24. The roller 25 has a driven gear 27 at one 
end thereof which intermeshes with a driving gear 28. 
This provides a drive to the axis of the roll 25 at all 
times when the driving gear 28 is rotating. As shown in 
FIG. 2, gear 28 is driven from a plate cylinder gear 29 
which drives through a pair of idler gears 30 and 31. In 
this fashion, any time the press is operating and the 
plate cylinder 10 is rotating, the gear 28 and thus the 
rider roll 25 rotates. 
Referring back to FIG. 1, it will be seen that the 

dampener form roller 24 is movable from a solid-line 
printing position to a dotted-line non-printing position 
in which it is out of contact with the plate 14 and the 
hydrophilic roller 23. The dampener form roller 24 is 
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is to last for more than a few minutes. It should be 
noted from FIG. 1 that the rider roller 25 is maintained 
in contact with the form roller 24 in both the printing 
and non-printing positions of the form roller 24. The 
rider roller 25, as shown in full lines in FIG. 1, engages 
the form roller 24 when it is in printing position. The 
rider roller 25 is moved to its dotted-line position, 
shown in FIG. 1, in response to throw-off of the roller 
24. However, conventional manual or automatic means 
may be provided for moving rollers 24 and 25 into and 
out of printing position, preferably in unison. Gears 27 
and 28 are maintained in mesh in both positions of rol 
lers 25, the roller being swingable about the axis of the 
gear 28 by means of arms supporting the ends of the 
roller 25. 
When in the non-printing or normal throw-off posi 

tion of the dampener and inker, the rolls assume the 
position shown in FIG. 2. There it will be seen that ink 
form rollers 17 and 18 have broken contact from the 
plate 14, but have maintained contact with the roller 
16. Also, rollers 24 and 25 are maintained in contact 
with each other in the throw-off position, but the damp 
ener form roller 24 has broken contact from the print 
ing plate 14 and the hydrophilic roller 23. In the thorw 
off position, the dampener form roller 24 is driven by 
frictional surface engagement with the rider roller 25 
which in turn is driven through gears 29, 30, 31, 28 and 
27. This maintains the rider roller and dampener form 
roll rotating so that the entire system is ready to be op 
erated to printing position again, with the form roller 
24 being driven at the surface speed of the plate 14 
from roller 25. 
Although the diameter of the roller 24 may vary ac 

cording to the number of times it has been ground for 
resurfacing, there is no longer a problem of matching 
the surface speed of the form roller with the plate. 
When the press is ready to resume printing and the rolls 
are to be moved from their dotted to their full-line posi 
tions of FIG. 1, rolls 24 and 25 are preferably moved 
in unison while being maintained in contact so that the 
roll 24 first engages roll 23 and then the surface of the 
plate 14. This movement is normally rapid. Thus, if 
evaporation of water occurred at rollers 24 and 25 
while in the throw-off position, it is possible that a 
stripe of dry ink from the roller 24 will be deposited on 
the surface of the printing plate 14. To avoid this, tim 
ing means (not shown) may be provided to assure that 
the throw-on of rolls 24 and 25 is made to occur so that 
roll 24 will move to its final printing location when the 
cylinder gap comes into position, thereby allowing the 
roller 23 to deposit sufficient dampening solution onto 
the surface of the now-dried roller 24 to provide water 
to the plate as the lead edge comes around when the 
roller 24 crosses the gap. This would assure that any 
shut-down period of the press, during which there was 
time for water to evaporate from the form roller 24, is 
avoided as a problem. 
The system also further provides that the roller 24 be 

provided with a surface drive at all times, except when 
the press is actually stopped. When in the throw-off po 
sition, roller 24 is driven solely by rider roller 25. Rider 
roller 25 is normally metallic and provided with a sur 
face such as copper, which is capable of carrying ink. 
With both rollers 24 and 25 carrying ink, the coeffi 
cient of friction between the two for driving purposes 
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increases with any tendency toward water evaporation. 
In addition, when roller 24 is returned to its printing 
position, it further contacts roller 23 and is provided 
with some slight additional frictional drive at that time. 
Finally, when the lead edge of the plate contacts the 
form roller 24 part way into the first cylinder revolution 
after throw-on, the surface of the plate will provide the 
maximum driving force of the three points of contact, 
and will thereby assure the proper surface speed of the 
roller 24. In this fashion, changing the diameter of the 
form roller 24 has no bearing on the final print results, 
since the driving force provided to the surface 24 will 
be primarily from the plate 14 during actual printing, 
assisted to some degree by drive from rolls 23 and 25. 

Referring now to FIG. 3, when a printing job has 
been completed and the inker and dampener are to be 
cleaned either for printing a different color or for 
clean-up at the end of a day, the ink form roller 17 is 
moved from the position shown in FIG. 2 where it 
contacts only the distributor roller 16 to the position of 
FIG. 3 where it additionally contacts the rider roller 25. 
In so doing, the rolls of the inker are placed in fluid 
transmitting engagement with the rolls 25 and 24 of the 
dampener, both of which carry ink during normal print 
ing. As is customary, the press can be operated at high 
speed with the rolls in the condition of FIG. 3, at which 
time cleaning solution is squirted onto the inker rollers 
and runs over the contacting surfaces. A conventional 
wash-up device, not shown, is provided at a convenient 
location to scrape any dissolved ink from the inker. 
After the bulk of the ink has been removed from the 
system, a final touch may be applied by hand-wiping, 
as is customary. The utilization of the ink form roller 
17 to connect with those rollers of the dampener 11 
which normally carry ink provides an additional feature 
to a system in which the rider roller 25 and dampener 
form roller 24 are maintained in contact during the 
throw-off position. Preferably, the rider roller 25 also 
has eccentrics at its ends to enable it to be moved out 
of contact from the dampener form roller 24 to prevent 
“flats' from forming on the dampener form roller dur 
ing long periods of shutdown, such as overnight. 
FIGS. 4 and 5 illustrate one manner in which the ink 

form roller 17 can be moved between its three posi 
tions. In both these figures, the rolls 24 and 25 are illus 
trated in their non-printing positions. Referring to FIG. 
4, roller 17 is moved from its full-line or printing posi 
tion to its dotted-line position by the shaft 19 as dis 
cussed in connection with FIG. 1. At such time, a pair 
of links 32 move to their dotted-line position, com 
pressing springs 33 which surround rods 34. The heads 
35 of the rods 34 are pivoted in the arms 32 and the 
rods 34 pass through noddle pins 36 pivotally mounted 
in the ends of links 37. Links 37 are urged toward the 
roller 17 by tension springs 38 connected to pins 39 in 
a frame member 40 of the inker. The mechanism just 
described is duplicated at both ends of the press and is 
interconnected by a cross-shaft 41 journaled in the 
links 37. The rods 34 have locknuts 42 threaded at the 
outer ends thereof. These locknuts may provide the in 
nermost pressure setting of the roller 17 against the 
plate 14 when in the full-line position of FIG. 4. 
The springs 38 have sufficient force to maintain the 

links 37 in their leftward position when the roll 17 is 
moved to its dotted-line position of FIG. 4. At such 
time, springs 33 are compressed, and the nuts 42 will 
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6 
lift slightly from their abutting engagement with the 
noddle pins 36. 
When it is desired to move the form roller 17 to its 

wash-up position where it contacts the rider roller 25, 
a lever 43 is turned clockwise to operate a cam member 
44 pivotally supported on the cross-shaft 41. The cam 
member 44 includes a roller 45 which rides up a verti 
cal surface of the frame member 40 during operation 
to the position shown in FIG. 5. It should be understood 
that cam member 44 and roller 45, as well as other 
parts for moving roller 17 to its dot-dash position, are 
duplicated at both ends of the inker 12. When the lever 
43 has been moved clockwise sufficiently for the rollers 
45 to move upwardly above the axis of shaft 41, por 
tions of the cam members 44 will engage horizontal 
surfaces of the frame member 40, acting to stop further 
pivotal movement of the cam members 44. Engage 
ment of the rollers 45 with the vertical surfaces of the 
member 40 moves the links 37 counterclockwise, and 
extends springs 38. . . . 
The initial movement of the links 37 causes the nod 

dle pins 36 to engage the nuts 42, after which time a 
positive pull in a rightward direction is placed on the 
rods 34, thus urging the ink form roller 17 further in a 
counterclockwise direction. At such time as the roller 
17 engages the rider roller 25, it becomes capable of 
transmitting ink or a mixture of ink and wash-up solu 
tion to the rollers 24 and 25. A return of the lever 43 
to its vertical position as shown in FIG. 4 will restore 
the parts to the positions shown in FIG. 4, and, of 
course, the form roller 17 reassumes its dotted-line po 
sition at that time. 

In order to compensate for changes made in the di 
ameter of the ink form roller 17 due to resurfacing, 
means is provided such as eccentrics 46 surrounding 
the cross-shaft 41 and supported in the links 37. Byro 
tation of the eccentrics 46, the control of the stripe be 
tween the ink form roller 17 and rider roller 25 can be 
effected when the parts are in the condition of FIG. 5. 
The setting of the eccentrics 46 would normally be ac 
complished after the nuts on the rods 34 are adjusted 
to their final position for striping the ink form roller 17 
to the plate 14. 
Having described our invention, we claim: 
1. A lithographic printing press comprising plate cyl 

inder means for carrying a lithographic printing plate 
during a printing operation, inker means for transmit 
ting ink from a source of ink to the lithographic print 
ing plate during a printing operation, said inker means 
including an ink distributing roll and ink form roll 
means for receiving ink from said ink distributing roll 
and applying ink to the lithographic printing plate, and 
dampener means for transmitting dampening solution 
from a source of dampening solution to the litho 
graphic printing plate during a printing operation, said 
dampener means including dampener form roll means 
for applying dampening solution to the lithographic 
printing plate during a printing operation, distributing 
roll means for transmitting dampening solution along a 
flow path from the source of dampening solution to 
said dampener form roll means and for distributing the 
dampening solution on the surface of said dampener 
form roll means, and dampener throw-off means for 
moving said dampener form roll means between a 
printing position in which said dampener form roll 
means is disposed in rolling engagement with the litho 
graphic printing plate and a thrown-off position in 
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which said dampener form roll means is spaced from 
the lithographic printing plate and in which said damp 
ening solution flow path is interrupted to prevent the 
transfer of solution from the source of dampening solu 
tion to said dampener form roll means and to prevent 
the transfer of solution from said dampener form roll 
means to the source of dampening solution, said inker 
means including inker throw-off means for moving said 
ink form roll means relative to said plate cylinder 
means from a printing position to a thrown-off position 
and from a thrown-off position to a wash-up position, 
said ink form roll means being disposed in rolling en 
gagement with the lithographic printing plate when said 
ink form roll means is in the printing position, said ink 
form roll means being spaced apart from both the litho 
graphic printing plate and said roll means in said damp 
ener means when said ink form roll means is in the 
thrown-off position to prevent the transfer of ink from 
said ink form roll means to the lithographic printing 
plate and to said dampener means, said ink form roll 
means being disposed in rolling engagement with said 
ink distributing roll and with at least one of said roll 
means of said dampener means when said ink form roll 
means is in said wash-up position and said dampener 
form roll means is in its thrown-off position, said ink 
form roll means being operable to effect the transmittal 
of wash-up solution from said ink distributing roll to 
said dampener form roll means when said ink form roll 
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8 
means is in its wash-up position, said dampener distrib 
uting roll means including a rider roller having a rolling 
contact engagement with said dampener form roll 
means when said dampener form roll means is in its 
printing and thrown-off positions, said rider roller 
being disposed in rolling contact engagement with said 
ink form roll means when said ink form roll means is in 
said wash-up position and said dampener form roll 
means is in its thrown-off position, and means for driv 
ing said rider roller independently of the surfaces of 
said ink form roll means and said dampener form roll 
means, said rider, roller having a peripheral surface 
which when said dampener form roll means is in its 
thrown-off position and when said ink form roll means 
is located in its thrown-off position provides driving 
force to the surface of said dampener form roll means 
independently of other roll means of said inker and 
dampener means. 

2. In a lithographic printing press as set forth in claim 
1 including a driven gear at one end of said rider roller, 
a driving gear in driving engagement with said driven 
gear, said driven gear and said rider roller being sup 
ported about the axis of said driving gear to accommo 
date pivotal movement of said rider roller and driven 
gear about the axis of the driving gear when said damp 
ener form roll means is moved to its thrown-off posi 
tion. 

ck k k k 


